Section One: New and Changed Headings

The headings in this list were selected from the monthly Library of Congress Subject Headings (LCSH) Approved Lists. LC’s Policy and Standards Division posts these lists on the Library of Congress Cataloging and Acquisitions web site at: http://www.loc.gov/aba/cataloging/subject/weeklylists/.

The new subject headings listed here reflect the most recent information available at the time of publication. Headings in this issue’s list were selected from the 2018 list numbers 05 (May 18), 06 (June 15), and 07 (July 13).

The new genre/form terms listed here came from LCSH list numbers 01, 02, 02a, and 04.

Since early 2007, the Library of Congress has been developing Library of Congress Genre/Form Terms for Library and Archival Materials (LCGFT), whose terms describe what something is rather than what it is about, as subject headings do, and are used in MARC field 655 ‡a of bibliographic records.

Examples: 655 _7 ‡a Liturgical books. ‡2 lcgft
          655 _0 ‡a Shape-note hymnals.

(See full instructions in OCLC Bibliographic Formats and Standards, 655 Index Term—Genre/Form.)

No new demographic group terms in the field of theology were issued this quarter. The Library of Congress Demographic Group Terms (LCDGT) are used in MARC field 368 ‡c of name authority records. NACO participants in the ATLA funnel are encouraged to use terms from the Thesaurus of Religious Occupational Terms (TROT) when possible.

Examples: 368 _ _ ‡c Religious converts. ‡2 lcgft
          368 _ _ ‡c Rural clergy. ‡2 trot

More information about LCDGT is available at http://www.loc.gov/aba/publications/FreeLCDGT/freelcdgt.html. This website provides the draft Demographic Group Terms Manual as well as an introduction to demographic group terms, a list of approved terms in PDF format, and a link to authority records for the LCDGT vocabulary in MARC UTF-8 format.

The most updated versions of both genre/form terms and demographic group terms, along with their authority records, appear in LC’s web–based subscription product, Classification Web.

In this issue of TCB, as in previous issues, the following conventions are used:

All headings are in alphabetical order. Subject headings without the instruction [May Subd Geog] are not to be further divided by place. The number in square brackets is the Library of Congress Control Number (LCCN) for that heading’s authority record (not the ARN/Authority Record Number). LCCNs for new demographic group terms have the prefix dg.

All lines begin with their MARC tag. Most headings are followed by other MARC fields that occur in the authority record (e.g., 053, 450, 550, 682), along with explanatory abbreviations:

UF = Used For
BT = Broader Term
RT = Related Term
SA = See Also
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Subject Headings

150  Asian American Christians [May Subd Geog] [sp2018001190]
  450  UF Christians, Asian American
  550  BT Christians--United States

150  Aṣṭadikpālakas (Hindu deities) [Not Subd Geog] [sp2018001397]
  053  BL1225.A68-BL1225.A684
  450  UF Ashtadikpalakas (Hindu deities)
  450  UF Ashtadikpalas (Hindu deities)
  450  UF Aṣṭalokapālās (Hindu deities)
  450  UF Dikapalakas (Hindu deities)
  450  UF Dikpalas (Hindu deities)
  450  UF Lokpalas (Hindu deities)
  550  BT Hindu gods

150  Bible stories, Lokele [May Subd Geog] [sp2018000890]
  450  UF Lokele Bible stories

150  Bee culture--Religious aspects [sp2018000543]

150  Brahma (Hindu deity) CANCEL HEADING [sp 85016295 ]
  682  This authority record has been deleted because the subject heading is covered by the name heading Brahma (Hindu deity) (DLC)no2018072362

150  Brahma (Hindu deity) in literature CANCEL HEADING [sp 00007715 ]
  682  This authority record has been deleted because the heading is replaced by the heading Brahma (Hindu deity)--In literature, a heading for which a subject authority record is not made because it uses a free-floating subdivision.

150  Capital market--Religious aspects [sp2018001083]
150  Capital market--Religious aspects--Islam [sp2018001084]

150  Chapters, Cathedral, collegiate, etc. [May Subd Geog] [sp 85022606 ]
  450  UF Cathedral chapters ADD FIELD
  450  UF Collegiate chapters (Church polity) ADD FIELD
  550  BT Bishops DELETE FIELD
  550  BT Cathedrals DELETE FIELD
  550  BT Dioceses DELETE FIELD
  550  BT Vicars capitular DELETE FIELD
  550  BT Church polity ADD FIELD

150  Church buildings--New York (State) [sp2018001384]

150  Church work with sexual minority youth [May Subd Geog] [sp2018001191]
  550  BT Sexual minority youth

150  Death (Personification) [sp2005008604]
  550  BT Signs and symbols ADD FIELD
Faery-Faith (Wiccan sect) [May Subd Geog] [sp2017004904]
450 UF Faery Wicca (Wiccan sect)
450 UF Irish American Faery-Faith (Wiccan sect)
450 UF Irish Faery-Faith (Wiccan sect)
550 BT Wiccan sects

Here are entered works on the Celtic reconstructionist sect Faery Faith, founded by Kisma Stephanich. Worship is according to the Ogham associated with each lunar cycle and pedagogical pathworking to develop bardic skills. As a bardic tradition, it has as its key text the Lebor Gabála Érenn. Works on the Dianic sect Faerie Faith, founded by Epona in Atlanta, Georgia, are entered under Faerie Faith (Wiccan sect). Works on the pre-Gardnerian Wiccan sect Feri, founded by Victor and Cora Anderson, are entered under Feri (Wiccan sect).

Notes under Faerie Faith (Wiccan sect); Feri (Wiccan sect)

Friends Meeting House (New York, N.Y. : Twentieth Street) [sp2018001053]
410 UF Brotherhood Synagogue (New York, N.Y. : Building)
550 BT Quaker church buildings--New York (State)
550 BT Synagogues--New York (State)

Geopolitics--Religious aspects [sp2018000788]
Geopolitics--Religious aspects--Islam [sp2018000789]

Holy wells--Ireland [sp2018001530]

Homelessness in the Bible [sp2018000917]

Hymns, Pawnee [May Subd Geog] [sp2018001452]
450 UF Pawnee hymns

Indians--Relations with Jews [sp2018000394]
450 UF Indian-Jewish relations
450 UF Indians of North America--Relations with Jews
450 UF Jewish-Indian relations
450 UF Jews--Relations with Indians

Intimate partner violence--Religious aspects [sp2018001192]

Karmathians [sp 85071658 ]
053 BP195.K3 DELETE FIELD
450 UF Karâmiţa ADD FIELD
450 UF Ḳarmaţîs ADD FIELD
450 UF Qarâmiţa ADD FIELD
550 BT Islamic sects ADD FIELD

Librarians' writings, American [May Subd Geog] [sp2018001020]
450 UF American librarians' writings
550 BT American literature

Madrasah libraries [May Subd Geog] [sp2018001182]
550 BT Islamic libraries
550 BT School libraries
150 Madrasahs [May Subd Geog] [sp 96009872 ]
450 UF Madrassahs ADD FIELD
450 UF Madrassas ADD FIELD

150 Mental retardation--Religious aspects CHANGE HEADING
150 Intellectual disability--Religious aspects [sp 85083660 ]

150 Mephistopheles (Legendary character) CANCEL HEADING [sp 93007534 ]
682 This authority record has been deleted because the subject heading is covered by an identical name heading (DLC)no2018059940

150 Mephistopheles (Legendary character) in literature CANCEL HEADING [sp2006004886]
682 This authority record has been deleted because the heading is replaced by the heading Mephistopheles ( Legendary character )--In literature, a heading for which a subject authority record is not made because it uses a free-floating subdivision.

150 Meryemana evi (Ephesus) [sp 00009352 ]
450 UF House of Virgin Mary (Ephesus) ADD FIELD
450 UF Mary’s House (Ephesus) ADD FIELD
450 UF Virgin Mary’s House (Ephesus) ADD FIELD

150 Modern Orthodox Judaism movement [May Subd Geog] [sp2018001466]
450 UF Centrist Orthodox Judaism movement
550 BT Orthodox Judaism
680 Here are entered works on the movement within Orthodox Judaism that strives to balance the observance of Orthodox Jewish law with engagement in the modern world.

150 Nicknames--Religious aspects [sp2015001176]
150 Nicknames--Religious aspects--Islam [sp2015001177]

150 Particular Baptists [sp2018000833]
450 UF Calvinistic Baptists
550 BT Baptists

150 Pharmaceutical industry--Religious aspects [sp2018000660]
150 Pharmaceutical industry--Religious aspects--Islam [sp2018000661]

150 Pregnancy, Unwanted--Religious aspects CHANGE HEADING
150 Unwanted pregnancy--Religious aspects [sp2005005684]

150 Pregnancy, Unwanted--Religious aspects--Buddhism, [Christianity, etc.] CHANGE HEADING
150 Unwanted pregnancy--Religious aspects--Buddhism, [Christianity, etc.] [sp2005005685]

150 Reformed Baptists [May Subd Geog] [sp 91003639 ]
450 UF Particular Baptists DELETE FIELD

150 Shabbat shirah [sp2018001444]
450 UF Sabbath of the Song
450 UF Shabat shirah
550 BT Sabbath
150 Stock exchanges--Religious aspects [sp2018001061]
150 Stock exchanges--Religious aspects--Islam [sp2018001062]
150 Synagogues--New York (State) [sp2018001449]
150 Television programs--Religious aspects [sp2018001257]
150 Television programs--Religious aspects--Islam [sp2018001258]
151 Tobernalt (Ireland) [sp2018000888]
  550 BT Holy wells--Ireland
  781 Ireland—Tobernalt
110 United Palace (New York, N.Y.) [sp2018001383]
  410 UF Loew's 175th Street Theatre (New York, N.Y.)
  410 UF United Church (New York, N.Y. : Building)
  550 BT Church buildings--New York (State)
  550 BT Motion picture theaters--New York (State)
150 Vicars capitular [May Subd Geog] [sp 85143149]
  550 RT Chapters, Cathedral, collegiate, etc. DELETE FIELD
150 Wikis and libraries [May Subd Geog] [sp2018000796]
  053 Z674.75.S63
  450 UF Libraries and wikis
  550 BT Libraries

Genre/Form Terms

155 In nomine (Music) CHANGE HEADING
155 In nomines (Music) [gp2018026024]
  455 UF In nomine (Music) [Former heading]
  555 BT Chamber music
  680 Chamber music based on the Sarum antiphon Gloria tibi Trinitas.